Casting light on solar wind:
simulating aurorae at school
The aurorae are one of the wonders of the natural world. Using
some simple apparatus, they and related phenomena can easily
be reproduced in the classroom.
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Figure 1: Earth’s magnetic field. Solar
wind particles are trapped by Earth’s
magnetic field and directed toward
one of the magnetic poles, forming
the Van Allen belt. It is only at the
poles that the Van Allen belt is close
enough to Earth to enter its atmo
sphere, where the collisions between
the charged particles and atoms in
the atmosphere cause the aurorae.
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T

he aurorae are a striking phenomenon seen in polar regions,
in which the thin air of the
upper atmosphere glows and shimmers at night. They are also known as
the northern and southern (or polar)
lights. In this article, we explain how
the aurorae are formed, and describe
four activities, suitable for students
aged 14-16, in which the aurorae and
related phenomena can be simulated.
Perhaps unexpectedly, the ultimate
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cause of the aurorae lies not in Earth’s
atmosphere, but in the Sun. The Sun
– our star – releases its energy into
space in two ways: as radiation, of
which we see the visible part every
day; and as solar wind, which is invisible, but which powers the aurorae
when it interacts with the upper atmosphere. The solar wind is made up
of charged particles – electrons and
ions, primarily hydrogen ions (protons) – and has variable properties.
Its velocity ranges from a few tens of
kilometres per second to several thousand, and its density is in the range
of a few (typically five) electrons and

protons per cubic centimetre at Earth’s
distance from the Sun.
Being electrically charged, the solar
wind is sensitive to magnetic fields.
One consequence of this is that a large
proportion of the solar wind particles
that pass by our planet are trapped
by Earth’s magnetic field (figure 1)
and eventually directed toward one of
Earth’s magnetic poles; these trapped
particles form what is known as the
Van Allen belt. For the most part, it
lies far above Earth’s surface (about
45 000 km at the equator). At the
poles, however, the Van Allen belt
enters the atmosphere: its charged
www.scienceinschool.org
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The article provides an introduction to the aurorae and the solar wind,
and describes a very interesting way to simulate them at school. The
teaching activity would be useful mainly for teaching physics or perhaps geography to students aged 16-19. Younger students would also
enjoy the colourful and dramatic experiments even if they didn’t understand exactly what was being simulated.
The topic and the activity could be used as the basis of classroom
discussions, because astrophysics is of huge interest to students. It
would be an opportunity to link classic physics topics (e.g. electricity and ionisation) to modern physics (e.g. astrophysics and particle
physics) or to have an interdisciplinary lesson linked to earth science
(e.g. the Solar System).
Suitable comprehension questions include:
· What are aurorae and what do they look like?
· Where are the best regions to observe them, and why?

REVIEW

· What is the solar wind?
· Describe the interaction between the solar wind and Earth’s
atmosphere.
· What is ionisation of gas?
· What causes the colours of the aurorae?
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Gerd Vogt, Higher Secondary School for Environment
and Economics, Yspertal, Austria

The basic experiment
The Norwegian scientist Kristian
Olav Birkeland (1867-1917) was the
first to use a small magnetised sphere
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particles collide with the atmosphere
at an altitude of 80-500 km, where the
air is very thin (with a pressure of less
than a few tenths of a pascal).
How does this cause the aurorae?
During the collisions, the atoms in the
atmosphere become ionised (when
one or more electrons are ejected) or
excited (when the collision increases
the energy level of an electron, but
stops short of ejecting it), and therefore unstable. To return to their normal state, they must either undergo
chemical reactions or release the energy they have just absorbed as light.
When this process emits visible light,
we call it an aurora. Seen from space,
the northern and southern aurorae
each form a ring known as an auroral
oval, demarcating the region where
the Van Allen belt plunges into Earth’s
atmosphere (see images above).
Although we are most familiar with
the aurorae on Earth, they are not
restricted to our own planet: astronomers have observed aurorae on other
planets in the Solar System, particularly Jupiter and Saturn, and even
Mars, above magnetic anomalies.

Figure 2: The experimental setup for
activity 1. Inside the vacuum chamber,
the sphere lies on an aluminium support.
A magnet is placed inside the sphere,
forming one electrode, and the second
electrode is suspended from the top of
the vacuum chamber.
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Earth is not the only planet to experience aurorae. This ultraviolet image
of Jupiter was taken with the Hubble
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph on 26 November 1998.

Image courtesy of Philippe Jeanjacquot

known as a terrella (‘small Earth’) to
demonstrate the mechanisms of the
aurorae. In a vacuum chamber, a cathode, representing the Sun, produces
a stream of electrons (the solar wind,
although in reality, electrons are only
one component of the solar wind),
while the terrella (the anode) is subjected to this wind and behaves like a
planet or other body in the Solar System. The setup can be varied, as described below, to demonstrate a range
of other physical phenomena.
The equipment can be easily built
using materials commonly found in
high schools, and takes about 1-10
hours to construct. The general setup
is shown in figure 2; details of the
materials and construction can be
downloaded from the Science in School
websitew1.
Safety note: care should be taken
when working with high voltages. See
also the general Science in School safety
note on page 57.
Image courtesy of NASA / JPL / University of Arizona

Activity 1: Simulating the aurorae
and the Van Allen belt
In this experiment, similar to Birkeland’s, we simulate the aurorae
and the Van Allen belt. The equipment should be set up so that the
electrode suspended from the top of
the vacuum chamber is the cathode,
representing the Sun and generating
a stream of electrons (figure 2). The
magnetic sphere is the anode, representing Earth, and its magnetic axis
should be perpendicular to the stream
of electrons.
The electrons (‘solar wind’) are attracted to and envelop the sphere
(‘Earth’, the anode). As they do this,
they collide with gas atoms because
the chamber is not a perfect vacuum,
and we see this as a glow around
the sphere. The electrons then move
towards the poles of the sphere and
loop under, following the magnetic
field lines; we see this as a bright ring
surrounding each pole (figure 3).

Image courtesy of NASA, ESA and John T Clarke
(University of Michigan)

Saturn’s aurorae (blue in this image)
have been imaged by the Hubble
Space Telescope.

Image courtesy of NASA, ESA, J Clarke (Boston University,
USA) and Z Levay (STScI)

The aurora over the northern polar region of Saturn has a similar
ring shape to the aurorae close
to Earth’s poles. The image was
captured from NASA’s Cassini
spacecraft.
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Figure 3: Our simulated auroral oval.
See activity 1.

Figure 4: A simulation of a stellar ring
current: electrons circle the magnetic
equator under the influence of the
Lorentz force (see activity 2).

Activity 2: Demonstrating the
Lorentz force
Image courtesy of Philippe Jeanjacquot

How does the simulation relate to
reality? The generalised glow around
the magnetic sphere represents the
Van Allen belt, which in reality is only
visible at the poles, where it enters
Earth’s atmosphere. In our simulation,
because there are small amounts of
gas throughout the chamber, our ‘Van
Allen belt’ visualises the entire magnetic field of ‘Earth’.
The bright rings around each pole in
our simulation represent the auroral
ovals. As in reality, they are caused by
large numbers of electrons (remember
that the magnetic field lines are closer
together at the poles) striking gas atoms.
The colours in the simulation, however, differ from those most commonly seen in the northern and southern
www.scienceinschool.org

In the previous experiment, the
sphere was the anode and represented Earth, while the other electrode
represented a star (the Sun). In this
experiment we swap the two, setting
up the sphere as the cathode, to see
the effect of the solar wind around a
star. When we do this, we see a bright
ring around the equator of the ‘star’
(figure 4).
What is happening? The electrons
are circling the magnetic equator of
the sphere under the influence of the
Lorentz force (also known as Laplace
force), which is created when a
charged particle moves in a magnetic
field. The force is perpendicular to
both the particle’s direction of travel
and the magnetic field, and therefore
causes the particle to rotate around
the magnetic field line. This creates a
stellar ring current.

How does our simulation relate
to reality? There is no ring current
around the Sun because its magnetic
field is not strong enough. It is possible, however, that ring currents may
exist around other stars with stronger
magnetic fields, but they cannot be
observed with existing telescope technology because the stars themselves
are much brighter than the ring current would be.

Activity 3: Creating an aurora
on the Sun
In this experiment too, we go beyond what has been observed in nature, creating an aurora on the Sun itself. Once again, we set up the sphere
as the cathode, this time increasing the
strength of the magnetic field using
a stronger magnet and a sphere with
a thinner wall (we used a Christmas
tree bauble). When we do this, we see
that the electrons are blown from the
‘Sun’ but a proportion of this ‘solar
wind’ then falls back onto the Sun
along its magnetic field lines, forming
a dramatic circle of light at the pole
closest to the anode, as seen in
figure 5 on page 36.
Does this reflect reality? Based on
our understanding of the Sun and the
solar wind, scientists predict that an
aurora should exist around the Sun,
but that we cannot observe it because
the Sun is both too bright and too far
away.
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lights. The brightest colours in Earth’s
aurorae (green and red) are caused by
atomic oxygen, which is only present
in the upper atmosphere. The colours
in our simulation (purple, red, pink
and white) are found in aurorae only
at lower altitudes, where molecular
oxygen and nitrogen are abundant.
These colours are only visible a few
times per decade when the solar wind
enters the atmosphere at particularly
high speeds.

Figure 5: A simulated stellar aurora: as
electrons from the simulated solar wind
fall back onto the ‘Sun’ along its magnetic field lines, they form a dramatic
circle of light at the pole. See activity 3.
Taken by the Hinode solar observatory,
this image shows the structure of the
solar magnetic field rising vertically from
a sunspot (an area of strong magnetic
field), out into the solar atmosphere.
Image courtesy of Philippe Jeanjacquot

Activity 4: Modelling the Sun and
Earth simultaneously
So far, our experiments have modelled either the Sun or Earth individually, representing the other with a
simple electrode. However it is also
possible to represent both bodies
with spheres at the same time. In this
activity, we dispense with the simple
electrode and instead place two magnetic spheres in the vacuum chamber
(figure 6), to demonstrate several
phenomena related to the interaction
between the Sun and Earth. For the
Sun, we use the sphere from activity
3 (e.g. a Christmas tree bauble with a
magnet inside it) as the cathode, and
to represent Earth, a smaller spherical
magnet as the anode. We see a glow
all around the ‘Sun’ (figure 7A), similar to the generalised glow around
‘Earth’ in activity 1. This time, how-

ever, the glow represents the Sun’s
corona. The solar corona is the expansion of the solar wind leaving the star,
and is only visible from Earth during
solar eclipses; the rest of the time it is
outshone by the Sun’s surface. In reality, the formation of the solar corona
depends not only on the solar wind
but also on the temperature and the
magnetic configuration of the Sun, so
our ‘corona’ is more an analogy than a
simulation.
The simulated solar wind travels
from the Sun (figure 7A) through interplanetary space to Earth (B). There,
as in activity 1, it causes a glowing
envelope around the planet (the Van
Allen belt), as well as bright rings
around the poles (the auroral ovals).
In figure 7, the northern auroral oval
(C) is clearly visible and the southern
one is hidden by part of our apparatus.

Figure 6: In activity 4, we place
two magnetic spheres in the
vacuum chamber, to demonstrate
interactions between the Sun and
Earth.
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Image courtesy of Hinode JAXA / NASA / PPARC

We can also see bright plumes of
light on the auroral ovals (figure 7D,
E and F). These plumes also exist in
reality, and are known as the polar
cusps. In our simulation, they are the
result of the magnetic fields of the two
spheres being directly linked: the electrons travel along the interconnecting
magnetic field lines. In reality, the
explanation is a little more complex:
the Sun and Earth’s magnetic field
lines are not directly connected to one
another, but are linked through the
interplanetary magnetic field, which is
embedded in the solar wind.
In reality, unlike in our simulation,
the auroral ovals are brighter than
the polar cusps. This is because the
acceleration of the charged particles
that cause the auroral ovals increases
as they enter Earth’s magnetic field,
which increases the particles’ energy
and velocity, brightening the aurora.
In our simulation, the electrons travel
at constant speed.

Image courtesy of Philippe Jeanjacquot
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Messerotti M et al. (2009) A terrella
device for simulating aurora-like
phenomena in a box. Earth, Moon,
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Figure 7: In activity 4, the larger
sphere (A) represents the Sun, the
smaller one (B) represents Earth.
As well as the northern auroral
oval (C), Earth’s polar cusps
(D, E, F) can clearly be seen.

Jean Lilensten is a researcher
at the Institut de Planétologie et
d’Astrophysique de Grenoble, France,
and winner of the 2010 Europlanet
prize for excellence in public engagement with planetary science.
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w1 – Detailed instructions for building
the terrella can be downloaded from
the Science in School website. See:
www.scienceinschool.org/2013/
issue26/aurorae#resources

Resources
A more complex experiment, called
the planeterrella, allows still more
processes to be simulated. The
Planeterrella website has detailed
information (in English and French)
on how to build and use this experiment. See: http://planeterrella.obs.
ujf-grenoble.fr
Lilensten J et al. (2008) La Planeterrella, une expérience pédagogique
en planétologie et physique des
plasmas. Bulletin de l’union des
professeurs de sciences physiques,
chimiques et appliquées. 102: 799-816

Philippe Jeanjacquot is a physics
teacher at the Lycée Charlie Chaplin
in Decines, near Lyon, France. He
is also a senior research associate
with the outreach department (Team
ACCES) at the Ecole Normale supérieure de Lyon and the Institut Français de l’Education.
www.scienceinschool.org

Lilensten J et al. (2009) The planeterrella, a pedagogic experiment in
planetology and plasma physics.
Acta Geophysica, vol. 57(1): 220-235.
doi: 10.2478/s11600-008-0079-x

Download and print NASA’s wonderfully illustrated International
Space Station calendar for 2013. For
pictures of the aurorae, see the June
or November pages. See www.nasa.
gov or use the direct link: http://
tinyurl.com/a7tvr56
If you found this article interesting,
you might also like the following
articles from Science in School:

Green L (2008) Research into the
Sun’s atmosphere. Science in School
8: 52-55. www.scienceinschool.
org/2008/issue8/solarresearch

Tranfield E (2011) Building a
space habitat in the classroom.
Science in School 19: 43-49. www.
scienceinschool.org/2011/issue19/
habitat

Science in School has many more
articles about space and astronomy.
See www.scienceinschool.org/space
and www.scienceinschool.org/
astronomy

To learn how to
use this code, see
page 57.

Lilensten J et al. (submitted) The
planeterrella experiment: from
individual initiative to networking.
Journal of Space Weather and Space
Climate
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The solar corona, as seen during the
total eclipse of the Sun on 7 March
1970. The corona is visible to the
naked eye only during an eclipse.

On the NASA website, watch or
download a spectacular video of
an unusual aurora crossing the
southern Indian Ocean, filmed from
the International Space Station. See
www.nasa.gov (search for ‘aurora
from ISS orbit’) or use the direct
link: http://tinyurl.com/3kzm6ou

